We investigate the basic thermal, mechanical and structural properties of body centered cubic iron (α-Fe) at several temperatures and positive loading by means of Molecular Dynamics simulations in conjunction with the embedded-atom method potential and its modified counterpart one. Computations of its thermal properties like average energy and density of atoms, transport sound velocities at finite temperatures and pressures are detailed studied as well. Moreover, there are suggestions to obtain hexagonal closepacked structure (ε-phase) of this metal under positive loading. To demonstrate that, one can increase sufficiently the pressure of simulated system at several temperature's ranges; these structural changes depend only on potential type used. The ensuring structures are studied via the pair radial distribution functions (PRDF) and precise commonneighbor analysis method (CNA) as well.
cubic (bcc) crystal at about 1811 K. At even lower temperatures the metal transforms into a face-cubic centered (fcc) approximately at 1667. By further decreasing the temperature a bcc phase sets in at a temperature of the order of 1185 K (for more details we redirect the interested reader to references [1, 2] and references therein). Besides the above mentioned structural properties, it is important to note the magnetic nature of iron. At low temperatures below Fe exhibits a ferromagnetic ordering, that vanishes at about 1043 K, called the Curie point, leaving behind a paramagnetically disordered phase [3] .
Under sufficiently high external pressure iron transforms into a hexagonal-close packed (hcp) structure, known as ε-phase [4, 5, 6, 7] . At extremely high temperatures and pressures, such as in the earth's core, the crystallographic structure of Fe is not yet known, under these conditions some authors speculate about the existence of the so-called β-phase of iron. If such a phase exists it would set in around 1500 K and a pressure as high as 50 GPa. Its structure is supposed to be orthorhombic or double hcp [2] . The description of such structural transformations and the construction of the phase diagram in the temperature and pressure plane is challenging from both the theoretical and the experimental points of view.
Computer simulations, such as ab initio, relying on quantum-mechanical treatments
give accurate results for a number of physical properties, such as lattice parameter, cohesive energies and are able to determine the phonon dispersion of the system under study.
These approaches are very demanding in terms of computational resources and remains restricted to relatively small systems. To be able to gain deeper insights into the collective behavior of larger systems over longer times scales, it is preferable to use empirical interatomic potentials [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] in conjunction with simulations based upon classical methods like Molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations.
Usually these potentials include many-body interactions that take into account the local density profile of the material under consideration. In this study, we present compre-hensive simulative results for elemental iron obtained from classical EAM, firstly introduced by Daw and Baskes [17, 18] . For a review see reference [8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and references therein. In the present work we investigate some physical properties of iron at high temperature and pressure with the help of three embedded atom interatomic potentials proposed in the Literature [13, 12, 16] . Here we will use the following notation EAM1 [13] , EAM2 [12] and MEAM [16] to denote them. We are interested mainly in finding the phase structural behavior predicted by these models depending in the temperature pressure phase diagram. 
Theory and computational techniques
In the current implementation for bcc-iron we consider a theory where the total energy of the system is given by an expression within the embedded atom method potential [17, 18] . It includes a many-body interaction term and it is used in conjunction with the MD simulation in the canonical (NVT) and isobaric-isothermal (NPT) thermodynamic ensembles. In various simulations we are using boxes with different number of atoms, depending on the particular problem, including bcc-conventional [100] and bcc-primitive unit cells. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in all three spatial dimensions, i.e. all atoms are replicated by a period of the lattice parameter. integration time step for integrating the Newton equations of motion was chosen to be ∆t = 2.5 fs to ensuring total energy conservation for all trajectories. In the NVT ensemble, simula-tions are equilibrated at the target temperature for 2000 time steps which is necessary to obtain a stationary values for constant total energy and volume fluctuations. After equilibrating the system we compute averages over the subsequent 10 5 steps. The pair radial distribution function (PRDF), which determines the probability of finding an atom at given distance from a reference one is given by g(r) = 1 4πN̺r 2 ∆r i n i , and moreover
where n i is the number of atoms in a spherical region with radius r and a spherical shell ∆r, while ̺ is the density of atoms inside the considered region. N is the number of steps in the molecular dynamics simulation. In equation (1) 
Results and discussion
Starting with a bcc-primitive unit cell, replicated 8 times in all space directions,we worked in the NPT ensemble for the quest of a possible α-ε phase transition. Depending on the potential, at a specific fixed temperature, the pressure was increased gradually. To obtain accurate results for both temperature and pressure of the system was equilibrated for the first 2 × 10 4 steps and averages were computed latter on.
In figure 1 we show possible phase transitions from bcc to hcp iron under isotropic positive loading for the bcc-primitive unit cell. Phase coexistence of a γ-ε phases seems to exist for all three potential types but at different values of the pressure at particular temperatures i.e. the phase boundaries in the (T,P)-plane for the three potentials do not coincide. At all temperature and for both EAM potentials [13, 12] the pressure is slowly increasing with the temperature. While at higher temperatures the behavior of the pressure is different, since the potential EAM2 shows a change of the P-slope accompanied by pronounced increase over 900 K. On the other hand the MEAM potential [16] seems predicts a higher pressure than both EAM potentials in the low temperature region. At high enough T (up to ≈ 860 K) the pressure vanishes, figure 1. [13] , magenta filled circles [12] and green triangles [16] ; solid lines are fitting curves. There is a stable α-phase below the simulation curves and a coexistence of ε − γ-phases above.
The structure of iron under extreme conditions, such those in the Earth's core, may be looked into by computing the averaged RDF throughout the simulation time. In figure 2 we present the computed RDFs for the different potentials, at three distinct points each, on the (T, P) phase transitions, where we believe the hcp phase is stable.
The corresponding points are listed in table 1. The results depicted on figure 2 show clearly that the system has indeed an hcp structure for both EAM potentials. For the MEAM potential we found that the RDF corresponding to (400 K, 67.2 GPa) does not order neither in hcp nor bcc or fcc. It is rather plausible that in this case we have a combination of different proportions of structural domains corresponding to locally ordered structures. To guide the eye, at the bottom of the figure, we show the PDFs of the distinct structures that might be present in the material for the three potentials. [12] and MEAM [16] ; 400 K -red, 700 K -blue, 1100 K -green, compared to bcc (violet), fcc (turquoise) and hcp (orange) structures at 0 K and 0 GPa
To get an idea on how fast a phase transformation occurs from a cubic lattice to an hcp one, we applied the common neighbor analysis (CNA) method proposed in reference [19] for a series of configurations taken from the trajectories of atoms during the simulation process. So, starting from a cubic lattice at 400 K and some specific values of the pressure for each potential we could follow how the system evolves. Our results, shown in table 2, indicate clearly that the phase change sets is at different times for the three models and it is the fastest for MEAM followed by EAM2. This could be related to the set parameters that entered in constructing the potentials used here.
The mechanical and elastic properties of iron at particular temperatures and pressures corresponding to the hcp phase in the (T, P) phase diagram show quite good agree- of iron is in wide range of pressures [20, 7] and references therein. Table 3 : Mechanical and thermal structure changes in iron under positive loading. Average sound velocities v i j (km/s), velocity of compressional (P)-wave anisotropy v ∆ P , energy/atom E a (eV) as well the density ρ (kg/m 3 ) are computed according to three different potential types. The pressure tensor P correspond to the phase diagram in figure  1 at particular temperatures. 
Conclusions
We use two of the most common EAM [13, 12] as well as a MEAM [8] interaction potential types to study high-pressure phase transition in iron under several temperature ranges from 300 K up to 1100 K. We have built the corresponding phase diagrams of the above mentioned potentials. Furthermore the CNA analysis proved that α-ε transition occurs at the corresponding pressures, that are different for each potential.
Mechanical properties like elastic moduli and sound velocities as well as thermal ones, such as average energy and density per atom are computed at selected temperatures and positive loading. The potentials used in our simulations show similar behavior, except for MEAM potential. In future work we try to build more precise and compact phase diagram based on different computer simulation methods.
